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Image: Rob Hampson (Unsplash) Even when a paid version of the app costs just a few bucks up front, there's something about paying for services that you've used for free that can feel like a bridge too far. Flash sales, where apps are discounted or free for a limited time, are great for getting apps that you've been eying
but won't shell out hard earned money, and for discovering new tools to improve performance (or spend your time more enjoyable). Even if they just take a seat after one use, free means zero commitment and zero guilt. The trick is to catch these deals until they last. Unsurprisingly, there are (free) apps for this just that.
Where to start. Gone Free/AppAdvice Daily (iOS) apps use AppAdvice Daily, formerly known as AppsGoneFree, to find paid iOS apps available for free download. AppAdvice Daily also oversees its audience-based selection and offers its own ratings and reviews, and you can browse through the archives by day to find
deals that are still active. AppsFree (Android)AppsFree is curated by AppSales and tracks apps gone for free for Android. You can filter to see only the categories of apps that you care about, and the list is updated in real time. There's also an AppSales version that shows discounted but still paid-apps as well as a list of
now free apps. If you don't want to download the app to find more apps, you can view the same offers on their websites or follow them on social media. If you're an iOS user, there are other apps, such as Price Tag and sites like AppShopper, that allow you to search for apps, create wish lists, and create push
notifications to lower prices. Trying to find the perfect apps for iOS can be tough and we're willing to bet that your iPhone or iPad Read moreiOSnoops (iOS)iOSnoops makes a daily review of iOS apps gone for free. This one doesn't have an app version, but you can view businesses on their mobile site and click through
to the App Store. You can also see suggestions from previous days. If the deal is still active, you'll see a green icon next to the status word. Once it expires, the icon will appear in red. iOsnoops also has real-time updates for sales, apps go free, and new releases, so you don't have to wait for a daily roundup. Another
option is to subscribe to subreddits r/googleplaydeals and r/apphookup for updated deals. How to find actually free AppsOf of course, there are thousands and thousands always free to download apps for iOS and Note that Apple no longer labels apps as free - while there are plenty that you can download on a free basis,
they may require in-app purchases like subscriptions to unlock some features or make full use of the features. On iOS, any app with the Get button can be downloaded for free, but not necessarily free to use or play. Paid apps have their prices instead of Get. On Android, Free Apps Have Set Set while paid apps show
the price and buy. Free Android apps can also have in-app purchases. To find free apps on iOS, open the App Store and click Apps at the bottom of the screen. From there, scroll down to top free and click See All. Once you're on the Top Charts screen, you can switch between free and paid apps. If you're looking for a
specific app but aren't sure if it's free, you can find it by clicking the search in the bottom right corner of the App Store, entering the app's name in the search bar and looking for a Get button next to the app's name. On Android, open the Google Play Store app and go to the top charts at the top of the screen. You'll be
able to see Top Free Apps as an option, and you can also search for specific apps to find out if they're free. Looking for a way to back back Android contacts? The days of manually transferring all contacts from your phone to your phone or telling your friends on Facebook to send their numbers are long gone. There are
several ways to back back your Android contacts. Some of them are convenient and some are convenient, but don't worry - we're here to help you find the best method. Start. Something to keep in mind: Device manufacturers often organize and call settings differently. Some of the step-by-step instructions in this post
may differ from those in your smartphone. Backing up Your Android contacts to your Google accountIt's easiest and most convenient way to make sure your contacts are always backed up. Since Google owns Android, its services are very well integrated with the popular mobile operating system. One of the many
benefits that you can enjoy is keeping contacts on Google servers. If you choose to go down this path, your contacts will be added periodically to your Google account. This includes all current contacts as well as depending on what you add in the future. Regardless of whether your phone is suddenly destroyed, will stop
working or you need to switch devices, those who connect Android contacts to their Google accounts will always have their numbers in the cloud and ready to download. From your Android device, go to the Settings app. Choose the Account option. Look for your Gmail or Google account. Pick it. Make sure contacts are
checked. It can also be labeled as People. Reserve time Android contacts using an SD card or USB storageSome people like things the old fashioned way, or maybe some just don't trust the cloud. That's why using external storage to store Android contacts is another basic way to keep your numbers safe and sound.
This can be done with an SD card or any device Usb. Open the Contacts or People app. Find the menu button and go to Settings. Select Imports/Exports. Choose where you want your contact files stored. Follow the instructions. Reserve time Android contacts with SIM cardIf you are you devices, but plan to keep the
same SIM card, this method may just be a thing. Open the Contacts or People app. Find the menu button and go to Settings. Select Imports/Exports. Choose a SIM card. Follow the instructions. Reserve time Android contacts using a third party appA set of third-party apps to make it easy to back up android contacts.
There's Titanium Backup, Easy Backup, Super Backup Pro, and more. Now you are ready to switch devices and prepared for unexpected losses. Hit the comments to let us know which is your favorite method! Are there any that we don't list here? Here at android Authority we can name many reasons why Android beats
Apple's mobile operating system. Google's alternative offers a more open platform, choice, value, versatility and customization to name a few things. But if Android is much better, what is it that keeps iOS users connected to iPhones and iPads? While many claim that this is a branding and status thing, we believe that
the causes go beyond ignorance and vanity. We are tech lovers above all, and have to accept there are certain things iOS does better than Android. Let's look at these differences.iOS is usually faster and smoother Having used by both platforms daily for years, I can say that I have encountered a lot less hiccups and
slowing down using iOS. Performance is one of the things iOS does better than Android most of the time. This seems ridiculous considering the iPhone's internal. The iPhone 11 Pro Max is currently Apple's most powerful smartphone and it has a six-core processor with 4GB of RAM. These specifications will be
considered in the mid range at best in the current Android world. Using both platforms daily for years, I can say that I have encountered a lot less hiccups and slowdown using iOS.Edgar CervantesRight, we tend to get a little lost in specs and often forget to look at what really matters. Performance isn't just about powerful
specifications. There is more to computing power than cores and clock speeds. In fact, it has been proven Apple's processors are better than the qualifier. Our very own Gary Sims explains how in his extensive article. In fact, Gary Sims also recently tested the new Snapdragon 865 and put it against the iPhone 11 Pro
Max in the Apple A13 chipset. The company's newest chip, Kvalcomm, outperforms the A13 in most tests, with the exception of the GPU. This is a significant leap on the part of qualcomm, but we also have to remember that apple chip will be about six months by the time the first Snapdragon 865 phones come to market.
No matter Whether Apple's processors are better or not, the most important thing is that iOS is optimized for the ideal multi-device that Apple manufactures. Meanwhile, Android has fallen into a sea of smartphones, tablets and other products. It's up to OEM manufacturers to optimize software for hardware and they
sometimes do a bad job. Apple closed Makes for tighter integration, so iPhones don't need super powerful specs to fit high-end Android phones. It's all about optimizing between hardware and software. Because Apple controls production from start to finish, they can make sure resources are used more efficiently. It's not
that all iOS devices can outperform all Android devices. Because there is a great choice in the Android universe, some phones are made with brutal internal and stunning performance. Generally, however, iOS devices are faster and smoother than most Android phones at comparable ranges prices.iOS is super easy to
use Sometimes this is what we love about Android, making it a less alluring platform for the general consumer. While Google and its partner manufacturers are getting better at making Android more intuitive, the truth is, it can still be a bit confusing. The inconsistency between phone manufacturers creates a learning
curve, as most Android phones look and feel different from each other. Apple fans love the simplicity of its operating system, and this is perhaps one of the things iOS does better than Android. There isn't much for iOS, and that's part of the appeal. Many iPhone lovers don't want a phone they can mess around with and
customize. They want a device that works well, is easy to use, and can take them to their content with the least amount of effort. This is what it just works to say it all about. With iOS you get home pages with rows and columns of icons that you can organize as you want, but there's no app drawer to hide things - it's all
there in front of you. The settings are pretty straight forward, but the experience is always the same, whether you're using an iPhone 11, iPad Pro, or any other device in the Apple Lineup The user experience for iOS is intuitively clear that there is almost no learning curve. I've seen kids who've never used a smartphone
to figure out the basics in about 15 minutes. Similarly, if you already have an iOS device, you can switch to any other device and automatically know exactly how it works. A timely update toupting software is definitely one of the things iOS does better than Android. If your iOS device is eligible for an upgrade, it will receive
it as soon as it launches. This may be bad news for some older devices that can't handle more resource-intensive versions of iOS very well, but it's another topic and something to worry about only if you have older Apple devices. READ ALSO: Which manufacturer is updating their smartphones the fastest? Pie editionThe
upgrade process is not so seamless with Google's Android. Google only gives direct updates to its own products like the Pixel 4 and Pixel 4 XL, and even those known not to receive updates updates like Samsung, Sony, Motorola, and everyone else should get an update, work on it, optimize it for your device and then
send it. In many cases carriers have to go through them too, which only ensures that you get upgrades late, sometimes months or years down the line... if ever. The Apple ecosystem is one more tie because Google has gotten much better at integrating its services through devices in the last few years. Despite this,
Apple products such as iPhone, iPad, Apple TVs, Apple Watch and Mac Computers are closely integrated with iCloud, iMessage, FaceTime and other home services. While Google has its competing services that work too much, they have more of a learning curve and don't feel as closely related to the Android
experience. Some of the apps needed to access Google's core services are not pre-installed, forcing users to hunt them down in the Google Play Store. This may not seem like a huge deal for most of us tech-savvy users, but it can be challenging for some, or at least annoyance. It may be a garden with a wall, but it is a
safe, familiar and easy-to-navigate garden anyway. READ ALSO: 5 features that the Google Play Store should steal from the iOS App Store right now, in app stores, the Apple App Store is significantly better curated and better than the Google Play Store. Developers who want to get their apps in the App Store have to
go through a long and expensive list of checks and procedures, but the end result is a net improvement in the overall quality of iOS apps. The Apple App Store also tends to be cleaner, has fewer ads, and offers cool additional features such as interviews, guides, better app listings, and more. Security (for now) Is not as
one-sided as it was paradise, with google security updates becoming more consistent. Google continues to provide the Google Play Store, and add measures to make sure your phones and information stay safe. These include things like sand-box, two-step check, Google Play Protect, more controlled permission apps,
and more. These updates, along with more educated users, make for a much more reliable Android security that is starting to rival iOS.Also read: How to protect your privacy when using Android When iOS is better than Android in terms of security is currently up for discussion, but the general consensus still gives Apple
an edge. iOS has more consistent updates for all devices, a closed ecosystem that is harder to penetrate, and a stricter app store. All of these factors combined make it difficult for attackers to target Ios. Apple CarPlayNo it matters how many times I give Android Auto a chance, I keep coming back to Apple CarPlay.
Sometimes I wear an iPhone just to use CarPlay in my car! Apple's iOS-based alternative is much better organized with neatly placed app icons. You can move these icons around to prioritize favorite easy-to-access apps. Direct availability of apps also makes it easier to do more on specific supported applications. The
Android Auto interface can get a little confusing, as its nature should be random. The recommended actions are offered and organized by Google's magic algorithms, which means that the list is constantly changing, forcing you to read more and sometimes even scroll to find what you need. There is no muscle memory
with Android Auto, which I believe makes it more distracting while driving. And while Google Assistant does much better than Siri, this feature isn't enough to take me away from Apple's car solution. Apple CarPlay looks better, easier to use, and more functional. Excellent Support for AppleCare Can Be Expensive, but it
makes warranty and insurance requirements for iOS devices an absolute breeze. If you have a local Apple Store you can often come up with a brand new device in less than an hour too. Speaking of Apple Stores, love them or hate them, Apple retails a signature watch that many retailers have tried to copy. The design of
the open plan attracts you as soon as you walk past. Plenty of staff are on hand to help you with any purchase or problem. They even have classes to teach you how to use Apple devices. No company is perfect, but having an iOS phone or tablet sure beats the competition if you ever have a problem with it. You don't
need to go through carriers, look for weird customer service phone numbers, fill out online forms, send faxes, stay on hold for long periods of time just to talk to the robot, or wait weeks just to get the device fixed or replaced. Resale ValueIt's not quite one of the things iOS does better than Android, but it's a market
advantage Apple has compared to most of its mobile competitors. iPhone, iPad and other Apple products tend to have much better value than Android products. This means you can sell them more when it's time to switch devices. And because Apple products are so popular, they usually sell much faster too.iPhones,
iPads, and other Apple products tend to keep their value better than Android products. Edgar CervantesLet put things in perspective with some real examples. The iPhone XS Max was launched in September 2018 at a starting price of $1,099. The used base iPhone XS Max is currently going for about $400-$500 on
eBay. This means that you can get up to about 45% of the original value of the phone. Meanwhile, the Samsung Galaxy Note 9 was released in August 2018 for $1,000 (for the 128GB base version). It can be found On eBay from $250 to about $350. This will be about 35% of the original Note value at best. Keep in mind
this example is the best scenario for Android, because Samsung is another sought-after brand that aims to maintain its value better than others in its class. Resale Resale Promotes Apple much more when you compare it with other small Android manufacturers. Before you trash us in the comments, please remember
that we are by no means saying iOS is categorically better than Android. Google's mobile OS has its advantages, we write about them almost every day here. However, we have to keep everything in perspective and realize there are some things that iOS absolutely does better than Android. There is always room for
improvement and Google can learn a thing or two from the Cupertino giant. Giant. how to backup contacts from ios to android
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